SUMMER TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIPS - 2021

Summer teaching assignments are not guaranteed. They will be based on the criteria listed below, as applicable. Note: Criteria are listed in no particular order.

- TAs are expected to have previous teaching experience in the lab course being requested.*
- Graduate students of departmental faculty teaching organized summer courses (or who have course rights) have priority over other students.
- Experienced TAs are prioritized over those with less experience, provided all other criteria are met.*
- Evaluation and SPOT scores will be taken into consideration when reviewing applicants for summer assignments.
- TAs must be present for the duration of the term in which they are being considered for hire. If the TA cannot commit to this requirement, then an offer may not be extended.
- If the preceding criteria have been met and lab positions remain available, then assignments will be made in the order in which they were received.
- A full summer assignment is one summer term. If all reasonable requests have been filled and openings remain, with College approval, two consecutive terms may be considered. Under no circumstances may a student teach two sections within a single term.
*Exceptions will be made on an “as needed” basis.

SUMMER PAY: Summer salaries will be paid at the Spring 2021 monthly rate of pay. Pay for one summer term is the equivalent of 1.5 months of regular pay for a 0.50 FTE position, or half this amount for a 0.25 FTE position.

INSTRUCTIONAL LAB SUPERVISORS with labs anticipated to meet Summer 2021**
Claudia.Gonzalez@unt.edu - BIOL 1112 (8W1)
Ipsita.Lahiri@unt.edu – BIOL 1760 (8W1)
Roxana.Hughes@unt.edu – BIOL 2042 (5W2)
Arland.Alberts@unt.edu – BIOL 3452 (8W1), BIOL 4092 (5W1)
Jaime.Slye@unt.edu – BIOL 1132 (5W1)
Anthony.Curran@unt.edu – BIOL 2311, BIOL 4510 (5W1), BIOL 2312 (5W2)
Geoffrey.Brooks@unt.edu – BIOC 3622 (5W1), BIOL 3520 (5W2)
**Subject to change. Lab courses without sufficient enrollment will be canceled.

OTHER SOURCES OF EMPLOYMENT include, but are not limited to:
Campus Employment
→ Eagle Careers (HandShake postings for all hourly positions, including RA)
→ Upward Bound
→ Upward Bound Math & Science
Off-Campus Employment
Students possessing Master’s degrees are encouraged to explore adjunct opportunities in area community colleges.

Note that proctor/grader spots are primarily reserved for GSAs. Other requests will be considered if openings remain, according to applicable criteria above, with preference given to those without summer assignments.